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The brief in brief
After attending Marketing Week Live in 2012, and having a brief
discussion with personnel from Royal Bank of Scotland Group
(RBS), PMT were given the opportunity to offer solutions to
enhance the look of feature walls in the banks meeting rooms.
Immediately, PMT’s vast range of wallpaper excited the marketing
team and so our joint venture began.

Selection of material
and tests
Like other substrates used
within the printing industry
– wallpaper is no exception,
there are budget and premium
ranges – with the various quality
levels in between. Through
constant dialogue, with RBS,
we trialled a range of textured
and smooth wallpapers, which
resulted with the client deciding
on the Digimura Brut textured
option.

Colour matching of corporate colours
Colour matching of the brand was, and we quote ‘critical’. The wallpaper had to
reflect other bespoke items being sourced by the bank for the re-brand.
Briefly, this included furniture, walls, carpets, signage, cash points, TV ads, etc.

After testing numerous options of material and designs over a 12 month period,
RBS agreed to pursue the use of bespoke wallpaper at two key locations within
their banking structure.
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There were limited amount of tests and the colours were matched as ‘perfect’ at
the two high profile RBS and NW branches. Executives from the bank inspected
the bespoke wallpaper, as well as other products aligned to the re-brand, and
were delighted with the consistency of the colours. So far so good!

The finer points of the contract were then discussed, arranged and agreed,
which included:
• material supply chain – UK manufactured 4
• printing capacity 4
• quality assurance 4
• class 0 fire rated material 4
• full installation service 4

The production process
Print: We use multiple print
machines. All have UV technology
which protects the ink from minor
scuffing, wear and tear, and fading
colours if subjected to excessive
light or sun. All of our print
machines are calibrated to ensure
what you get from one machine
you get from any of the others on
any given day.
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Before we print, we have to adapt the
design of the wallpaper to fit bespoke wall
sizes throughout the branches. No wall
is the same. We hold the master designs
and adapt accordingly to each room
ensuring balance and position of the image
is reflected correctly, and is aesthetically
correct to the size and environment of the
room. In other words, we think – before we
print.

Quality Control: As with all our print,
QC is an essential part of the process.
Different batches of substrate can cause
shading issues once committed to the
printing process. Especially the dark
and vibrant branded Natwest colours.
Therefore no branch will receive print
from different batches of wallpaper.
All our operators use RBS signed off
PMT colour tests whilst printing, to
ensure perfect colour consistency is
achieved. Every printed wallpaper drop
is then checked for print deficiencies,
the correct sizing is obtained and join
colour matching is consistent. Therefore
there are no unwelcome surprises for
our install teams when onsite and no
interruption to the re-brand programme.
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Packing: Sometimes overlooked as a key process in the cycle of quality control.
Not at PMT. We see our packing team as an essential part of the printing
process – a bit like ‘wicket keepers’ in cricket. Nothing should get past them.
All print is checked against internal job numbers and customer order numbers
to make sure the wallpaper is correctly and securely packed prior to despatch.
Included in the pack are the relevant colour proofs and floor plans – identification
of where the wallpaper is to be applied – then clearly labelled. All information and
sign off sheets are packed with care to enable safe delivery to the install location.
Installation: ‘PMT have the most comprehensive
fitting teams for the installation of digital wallpapers in
the country’ – not our words, but that of the leading
supplier of unprinted wallpaper.
Our fitting teams:
• are polite
• pride themselves in the work they carry out
• pay attention to detail
• are expertly trained in the methods of installing
digital wallpaper
INSTALLATION
• carry all the relevant Health & Safety
IN PROGRESS
qualifications and site cards
• always use the relevant sundries to apply the
substrate
• work in harmony with other contractors’ on site at the banks location
• very punctual – if we say they will be there, they are
• photograph all walls once complete and have sign off sheets confirmed as
complete by the bank site managers
And, they have a 96% ‘snag’ free record – the other 4% being returns to site to
sort out accidental damage caused by other contractors’ on site.
The above production cycle is handled by our in house, dedicated project team.
The production cycle of the printed wallpaper, through to installation, has to fit
in with the collective refurbishment programme of each bank. For example, we
cannot turn up on site and fit the wallpaper if the ceiling isn’t complete or the
walls have not been plastered, or are dry etc. Our project team constantly keep
in contact with the site managers, in some cases through the night, as most of
our installs are done outside normal working hours.
Our project teams do regular spot checks to ensure continued quality of the
production and installation processes. We also ensure ongoing maintenance to
feature walls – this includes after care cleaning, repair or re-fit due to wear and
tear.

A selection of finished branches

Result so far:

14,625

		

326
8
ONE

square metres of digital wallpaper printed
and installed since April 2015
RBS and Natwest branches completed
installation teams working around the clock
company, multiple solutions – PMT Digital Limited
* Figure correct at the time of printing. February 2016

“A complete and comprehensive
wallpaper print and installation
infrastructure that is successfully
managing a major roll-out the
size of the RBS Group”
Digimura / Papergraphics.
The UK leading supplier of printable wallpaper

Give us a call and speak to one of our
friendly team on 01480 493666
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